
A Dispatch on Fear  

    from the Editors of 



Or, in honor of having a distressing dream and a new and aloof crush on this Israeli guy,

“I just want to feel like a normal person” (as I
did the day after we

chilled – I made hummus. Lemon, my hands were 
slow and ridden of the bracelets 

of fireflies and woven
tobacco usually bothering).

A trouble of a cinema
last night not necessarily a swift
drawback to head-auspices, a whiplash,
“the whole point” of a cobra. But.
100-high stack of metal colanders, top one
holds a lemon this
is how the sky greets me upon waking.

To write about it inevitably confuses
the manifest and latent.
Maybe that’s what led me to writing poems
as my first writing practice was a sustained
dream journal when I was 17.
Recalled, corralled
into tints (die Tinte) and shapes, the quotidian
and mystic depth-objects
confuse themselves:

A gym of some kind, we go to interview first
with some basic white dude, handsome, probably my dad. Room via
a long library-study hall. Talks about some
song about being alone, his young son brings him
to a concert that leads to union with another
lone widow, or something, the night before.
Applicant sitting adjacent is disinvited, lets
slip some anger issues. I’ve done this routine

Grazing you on
Facebook

a prayer field:
feels empty but sounds
like envy—

the smoothest pick-up line
to my bed from a dead screen
is FOMO

a fear that is synonymous with 
recalling 
something repetitive—

the dead screen 
going active

from the bed 
a chat

a word, 
am prey:

sup / says the bitch / so abstract 
these days 
just like a Libra / I’ll write more 
later but

here’s my latest 
URL

like a rumor 
of the present

a note in your iPhone warns:

an event invite
is not a love letter

I can see myself vacating
that internal landscape

in which I (want 
to) write you, have
written you, 

in which
I am very busy—

though the more I fill the field 
the bigger it becomes—

envy tills itself—

then it is nearly night,

and light hangs low with mawkish 
resistance,
and mawkish again I want to write you 
but I’m
eating 

and it is morning again.

On a bus I wander through 
moments of lyric panic and/or God 

as she approaches, the part where
the bus moves backward.

No, now I
realize God was 
just a detour I missed, 
the sighting of a building
and its angle I’m not used to 
amplified by all the heads suddenly 
tuned to this same and irregular 
projection 

turning a street out

on the bus windows

where, did I mention, a
blue decal 

advertises hydration?

Are God-moments only the
head-rush of a parched
soul? You were always
water-drinking

at the club, reminder
to replenish myself,
go home & know
thy limits…

Meanwhile on the bus,
beside God and
her advertisement 
of you

cars in their designated lanes
pass with a predicated touch of
the wheel (theirs), possessing
a word: “direction”

What about this one: “ambition”? Every fear 
is specific.

Mine is also not
unanswered.

I hoard conversations, not
their plot-lines. Narrative is

too easy a locality, in defining
an identity, active, it negates its 
tidal

returning to silence,
where it dedicates itself to you.

More approximate, silence
delegates

a place when
some final you doesn’t
respond to silences. Leaves the 
message
intact, not fitted with a correction 
nor

chafing admission of self-defeat. I 
splinter into archetype,
I mean, I do so silently and 
imagine my future alone in a cabin 
like the author of my name-sake 
(unfortunately?) Salinger. 25 years 
still unsure for my thoughts on him 
and other male writer types from 
that male dominant era, other

than ones fantasizing about the 
hermetic pursuit
and not the sexual 
drive, 

in this case, ambition.

For some, identity is just a locale 
you depart from and narrative is 
categorically flawed—

years could slip by,
drawing blueprints
for events
and their pages,
slip
between 
unanswered prayers—

everything is friendly 
in its recursive caress
but that can be sinister, too.







Or, in honor of having a distressing dream and a new and aloof crush on this Israeli guy, 

“I just want to feel like a normal person, 
or not like a not-normal one”  
(as I did the day after we 

chilled. I made hummus. Lemon, my hands were  
slow and ridden of the bracelets  

of fireflies and woven 
tobacco usually bothering) 

   Or, in honor of the new and aloof crush on this Israeli guy becoming a variety of half-sleep, 

“Region of Uncuteness”:  
A Discursive Remix (à la Augustine) 

of Jorie Graham’s Region of Unlikeliness, 
Taking as its Topics  

the Post-Club Pore Situation 
and the Alt-Right in Office 
for the Next Four Years 

A trouble of a cinema 
last night not necessarily a swift 
drawback to head-auspices, a whiplash, 
“the whole point” of a cobra. But. 
100-high stack of metal colanders, top one 
holds a lemon this 
is how the sky greets me upon waking. 

To write about it inevitably confuses 
the manifest and latent. 
Maybe that’s what led me to writing poems 
as my first writing practice 
at age 17 was a dream journal. 
Recalled, corralled 
into tints (die Tinte) and shapes, quotidian 
and mystic depth-objects 
confuse themselves: 

A gym of some kind, we go to interview first 
with some basic white dude, handsome, probably my father. Room via 
a long library-study hall. Talks about some 
song about being alone, his young son brings him 
to a concert that leads to union with another 
lone widow, or something, the night before. 
Applicant sitting adjacent is disinvited, lets 
slip some anger issues. I’ve done this routine 
before. Sarah is there, the older sister from Transparent 
– a show that, for all its zeitgeisty  
freshness the first 2 seasons, fucking nosedived 
(too hyperreal; white people bitching; 
intersectionality the topic of a “season” 
like the ones the fashion cycle follows; 
and why the portrayal of someone taking T 
getting piggishly libidinal, instantaneous after 
application, Mr.-Hyde-like?). 

Then, on some imitation grass climbing wall. 
Crew of other accepted applicants. Fuck, now a pang  
of guilt of not voting in the 2016 presidential 
election. It’s an ethical thing, but probably also 
an illusion-of-belonging via statehood thing, and also just 
fear. The feeling of gripping this  
wall, or these staple-gun-like wrist-hook 
mechanisms gripping it, aware of being at a great height, 
tensile, core-engaged stasis, paralysis 
of the apprehensive kind and muscular-almost, 
reaching the top and there not being 
any ledge to rest on, and just so confused: 
an absentee ballot never arrived. 

– There’s some interlude at this point 
concerning Gnarianna and the Brujas squad 
burning their lodgings to push forward 
a well-deserved renovation and insurance check, 
both of which they receive. – 

Apparently we passed the mosswall 
while Bronx witches fucked shit up. 
Inside the gym is obviously also the club, the way 
one moves through loose nets of glances 
that easily part and give way, and anyways, 
everyone’s hot (they passed the moss wall), selected, 
so it’s fine to be caught in their glance 
for a while. This weird and naive and so possibly 
very intelligent girl named Allanah I went to high school with 
bounces through a McDonalds-play-structuresque 
series of mesh-enclosed platforms, into a room 
with small orbs, balls, spheres on the ground. 
Touching one to the wall leaves a pigment mark. All is 
aloof, Panoramic without the dancing 
but the kinetics there nonetheless. She tosses 
a ball at another patron and shit gets 
vicious. Dodgeball, limbs ripped off, I’m seized 
with the anxiety I now know only grazed me on the mosswall. 

In another room, not necessarily a sanctum 
but impervious possibly: Parker Bright 
and niv Acosta are either leading a seminar or playing  
some game where an object is tossed into a graphic-man’s  
mouth and coins spill out his ears. They seem 
to have suspected the gym-zealots would get 
psychotic at some point. Catching my breath, 
but someone rushes in and tells me Zoe’s 
gone missing. The thought of, the image of, 
my friend either attacked violently or writing 
in a well-creased notebook in a hidden alcove 
of a techno club with hard edges everywhere – 
both send a tremor of fear 
up to and into the back of my neck. 

I awake with that aforementioned 
yellow-grey-mostly-grey morning light. 

As she continues to swallow day-capsules and he 

considers that refraining from Grindr has hampered 

severely his libidinal ace / willingness to make a fool 

of himself, another crush passes out of orbit of their 

body, becomes yet one again lost in discourse, text, 

texts (so many), silent messages only capable 

of speaking in half-tones, gems of superglue left to 

dry on one’s thumbnails as part of a club look – i.e., 

attempts at folly that are all too controlled. Her tactics 

are so stale: sack of Rome, cracked page but also 

liquid panel: SMS’s, respectful, all of them averring along 

the line of ‘hmu if u wanna burn a spliff’: 

I know you’re busy and I'm still as a relic (‘hmu if u wanna’), 

NYC public high school slang transferred with a poor rate 

into verbal capital in the German capital (‘burn’), 

easy prop to commune over, de-edger, cuteness (‘a spliff’). 

They had realized with horror (fiend bitch!) that he 

might think he just wants to chill to get smoked up 

on thin hash spliffs and fed preserved lemons, 

and in a half-step ascension towards being assertive  

asks (texts)(soft-commands), “come over for lunch 

Thursday wys wys” [what you say(ing): London slang 

she learned from him along the lines of “what’s good”  

or “what’s your plan”]. Accompanying the soft-command 

is a video in which she highlights his eyelashes, 

him her lips, them kind of moving towards 

the iPhone lens eyes-locked as if proceeding 

to a kiss – she looks away, downwards, the camera 

pans to the ground (their eyelash is the last bit 

to leave the frame’s upper-left corner) on which 

rest small bowls of sliced radish, tomato, and a stainless 

steel one with guacamole. In the background plays 

Tinashe’s “Ghetto Boy” (off a new mixtape whose cover 

this crush covered his Facebook profpic with): 

“Nobody’s gonna hurt you, nobody’s gonna do this for you, 

what you sayin what you sayin.” Always worth asking – 

is this line hanging from my lips or his? And why 

must she render the boys she crushes on or 

at least is interested in objects, enamored’s, discursive 

gameboards to send packages of engineered subtext to, 

media nodes with only a patina of intimacy strapped to their back, 

emoji’d (“[rose rose lipstick-kiss] next week then!”) is the erotic, 

disembodied, stripped of drool, B.O. never existed apparently. 

He was active 2 hours ago says Messenger, the read receipt’s 

clothed or too naked, depending, that is, unread. She knows  

and he is catching on: a total shift in paradigm will be needed 

to cast off the sexual ambivalence. An internal and very 

cosmetic revolution demanding the incineration of security 

blankets, walls both taxed and psychic, monovocal archives, 

and the corn-maze of speech as they know it. 

And they are all so incredibly scared.



@tabloidpress


